INTRODUCTION
The theory of 'fuzzy subset' is introduced by Prof. L.A. Zadeh [1] in 1965. It provides a structure to generalize the concepts of general topology into Fuzzy topological spaces (fts). In fuzzy topology a fts is a unpredictable object. On one extreme there are indiscrete spaces with only two open sets. Every set is open in a discrete space on the other extreme. Among discrete and indiscrete spaces, several spaces are accessible. The theory of continuity is associated with every set and huge number of open sets collectively construct of continuous functions. The separation axiom provide a theory that the spaces under observation have enough number of continues mappings. Fuzzy separation axioms were defined by Sinha [2] and Bayoumi and Ismail Ibedou [3] introduced a new theory of fuzzy separation axioms. In 1965, as an application of α-closed set N Jastad [4] introduced α-spaces. In 1968, Chang [5] introduced the structure of fuzzy topology based on general topology. Lowen [6] investigated the connections among Fuzzy topological spaces and Topological spaces with the help of two function called as w and i. In 1970 N Levine [7] introduced and studied # − T 1/2 which properly lies between T 0 and T 1 -spaces. In 1996 Sostak [8] focused on some concepts of basic structures of fuzzy topology. In 2000, Veerakumar [9] introduced and studied the concept of * -closed sets and T1 2 * T1 2 , * -spaces in general topology. In 2008, Chen et al. [10] introduced and studied wconvergence theory and it's applications. Subsequently many researchers like, Azad [11] , Bhaunik et al. [12] , Munshi [13] , and many others have contributed to the development of fuzzy topological spaces. In this paper, we introduced and studied fuzzy ## − T i spaces (where i = 0, 
4.

## -NORMAL SPACES IN FTS
In this section, we introduced some new type of separation axiom in fuzzy topological spaces called 
5.
## -COMPLETELY REGULAR SPACE (
##
-TYCHONOFF SPACE) IN FTS
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the concept of some separation axioms, such as 
##
-Completely normal space in fts, and investigated their properties. We also studied relationships between these fuzzy spaces with counter examples. In future, further research will direct to provide a framework where the spaces may obtain enough number of continues mappings.
